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Abstract. Recent advances in Internet of Things (IoT) connectivity
have made IoT devices prone to Cyber attacks. Moreover, vendors are
eager to provide autonomous and open source device, which in turn adds
more security threat to the system. In this paper, we consider network
traffic attack, and provide a Fog-assisted solution, dubbed as FIRE-
WORK, that reduces risk of security attacks by periodically monitor-
ing network traffic, and applying traffic isolation techniques to overcome
network congestion and performance degradation.

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) considers billions of devices and objects connected to
Internet in order to collect and exchange information to offer various application
domains, such as health monitoring, industrial automation, home automation
and environmental monitoring. IoT devices are equipped with sensor(s) and
processing power, enabling them to be deployed in many environments [23].
The research and development in IoT devices in both academia and industry
have failed to provide secure devices. Thus, security experts have warned for
the potential risk of having large numbers of unsecured devices connected to the
Internet [15].

In December 2013, a researcher at a security company (Proofpoint) found
the first IoT botnet. According to Proofpoint, more than 25% of the botnet was
generated by devices other than computers, including smart TVs, baby monitors,
and other household appliances. Recently, New Hampshire-based provider of
domain name services (Dyn) experienced service outages as a result of what
appeared to be well coordinated attack [12]. On October 21, 2016, many websites
including Twitter, Netflix, Spotify, Airbnb, Reddit, Etsy, SoundCloud, and The
New York Times were reported inaccessible by users caused by a distributed
denial of service attack (DDoS) attack using a network of consumer devices
from the IoT.

Many security issues and challenges have been identified in the literature
that focus on various IoT standard protocols at the PHY, MAC, network and
application layers [10]. Some of the security issues are known as authentication,
access control, confidentiality, privacy, trust, secure middleware, mobile security
and policy enforcement [18]. However, addressing each of these issues in tradi-
tional IoT architectures require high bandwidth utilization and high processing
and memory capabilities.
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Fig. 1. Orchestration in Fog-based IoT networks.

Fog computing has been introduced to bring the provision of services closer
to the end-users and IoT devices by pooling the available computing, storage
and networking resources at the edge of the network [6, 22]. The decentral-
ized computing architecture provides the opportunity of collaboration between
IoT devices and the edge devices to reduce the processing burden on resource-
constrained devices, reaching latency requirements of delay-sensitive applications
and overcome the bandwidth limitations for centralized services [26].

To the best of our knowledge, the research on security considering the Fog
computing architecture for IoT devices is still in its preliminary stages. In this
paper, we consider the coexistence of IoT and Fog devices in the network. We
tackle security issue as one of the main elements of different IoT applications.
We provide an idea to overcome security threat imposed by network
traffic attacks by considering Fog-based IoT networks.

Coordinating and orchestrating of future IoT networks with heterogeneous
devices is of paramount importance. It is common to experience devices gener-
ating different types of traffic (low or high, periodic or sporadic). It is nontrivial
to manage the traffic without a central management unit, while being capable
of detecting suspicious traffic. There are some related works in the literature,
where the main focus is on the design of a generic protocol stack [21], which
is more suitable for traditional network architecture with the IoT-Cloud layers.
Moreover, such solutions will add more cost to the system as each IoT device
requires higher level of inteligence. This paper concentrates on a novel orchestra-
tion architecture based on using Software Defined Networking (SDN) controller
as one of the major components of a Fog computing architecture for IoT net-
works. The proposed orchestration approach launches upon detecting a security
threat in the network, where part of the suspicious traffic will be isolated. Figure
1 depicts the general architecture of a Fog-based IoT network, where the network
orchestrator runs network management in terms of intrusion detection as well
as traffic isolation.



The main contributions of this work for reducing network security attacks
through network traffic are: (1) the need for exploiting a run-time intrusion
detection algorithm, and (2) the need for running a traffic isolation algorithm
upon detecting an intrusion in the network. These algorithms are currently rough
ideas that are under implementation.

We have defined few research questions (RQ) that are necessary to answer
while designing and implementing such intrusion detection algorithms:

RQ1. How to identify an intrusion in an IoT network? In order to prevent
and confront a security threat, it is crucial to devise a mechanism to identify
intrusion in the network. There are various ways that the system may have vul-
nerabilities and holes. This work limits the intrusion attacks to additional
traffic that leads to network congestion.

RQ2. What are the benefits of security approach in a three-tiered network
architecture (Iot-Fog-Cloud) compared with a traditional two-tiered network ar-
chitecture (IoT-Cloud)? Conventional security mechanisms were considering IoT
devices and the Cloud, while current mechanisms consider existence of Fog de-
vices in the middle with the purpose of increasing security, while providing reli-
ability and timeliness.

RQ3. How to collect network traffic and apply new rules on traffic isolation
while keeping low overhead? It is näıve to devise complex algorithms for IoT
networks as they have resource limitations. It is important to propose simple
yet efficient security algorithms to monitor network traffic in real-time, and then
react to changes in a timely manner, while adding low overhead to the system.

RQ4. How to verify the feasibility of the proposed algorithm in a real envi-
ronment? It is important to conduct real-world tests by applying the algorithm
to the network, while varying network condition.

2 Related research topics

In this section, we briefly address some of the most relevant topics to the research
area.

Security in IoT networks. The Internet of Things integrates various sen-
sors, objects and smart nodes, capable of communicating through Internet con-
nection [3]. IoT devices are able to deliver lightweight of data, accessing and au-
thorizing cloud-based resources for collecting and extracting data. IoT nodes are
widely used in different application domains, ranging from healthcare to trans-
portation [5]. Many business opportunities have been created with IoT devices
since there will be more closer interaction between the end users and manufactur-
ers and service providers. Security issues, such as privacy of data, access control,
secure communication and secure storage are becoming important challenges in
IoT applications [25]. Rapid growth of IoT devices and applications have led
to the deployment of several vulnerable and insecure nodes and networks [9].
Moreover, traditional IoT architectures with user-driven security architectures
are of little use in object-driven IoT networks [1]. Thus, new techniques and
procedures are required to reside in IoT networks. FIREWORK focuses on the
security challenge of IoT networks by considering a different perspective on how



efficiently and timely detecting intrusions in the network and how to confront
the identified attack.

Fog computing architecture. Fog/Edge computing is an architecture or-
ganized by the networking edge devices and clients to provide computing services
for customers or applications, locating between networking central servers and
end-users [4, 24]. In Fog computing, massive data generated by IoT devices can
be processed at the network edge instead of transmitting to the centralized Cloud
infrastructure in order to conserve more bandwidth and energy [16, 17]. Since
Fog computing is organized in a distributed manner, it is possible to get faster
response and better quality in comparison to Cloud computing [16]. Fog com-
puting is more suitable to be integrated within the IoT network, while providing
more efficient and secure services for large number of end users [4]. This pa-
per considers Fog computing architecture for IoT network, and defines security
threats and solutions within this novel architecture.

SDN controller and orchestration. Following the recent innovations brought
about by the Cloud computing, current advances in communication infrastruc-
tures show an unprecedent central role of software-based solutions [19, 14, 8].
The concept of SDN decouples software-based network control and manage-
ment planes from the hardware-based forwarding plane, turning traditional ven-
dor locked-in infrastructures into communication platforms that are fully pro-
grammable via a standardized interface [11]. This interface provides a unified
management and orchestration of end-to-end services across multiple domains.
It is possible to separate the data plane and control plane in IoT networks, al-
lowing the IoT controller to program the network with the aim of guaranteeing
specific quality of services.

SDN orchestration often involves coordinating software actions with an SDN
Controller, which can be built using open source technologies such as OpenDay-
light [7]. The controller can be programmed to make automated decisions in case
of network congestion, faults and security threats. SDN-based orchestration can
use network protocols including OpenFlow [13] and IP-based networking. The
most important element of SDN orchestration is the ability to monitor network
security threats. For this reason, it is considered as one of the most promis-
ing growth areas of SDN networks. FIREWORK provides network orchestration
component for network management in terms of security. This is a novel ap-
proach that has been neglected in IoT networks.

Security in Fog computing. Fog computing technology bridges the gap
between the Cloud and IoT devices, while enabling enhanced security, decreased
bandwidth, and reduced latency [4]. Fog is considered as a nontrivial extension
of the Cloud, and thus it is inevitable that some security challenges will continue
to persist [2]. Fog computing can introduce new security challenges due to its
distinct characteristics such as mobility support. These challenges might impact
the adaptation of Fog computing into the IoT network. On the other hand,
Fog computing offers an ideal platform to address many security issues in the
IoT. Fog nodes are represented as proxy nodes that provide enhanced security
support that IoT nodes are unable to provide [20]. The research on security in
Fog computing for IoT networks is still in its early stage, and thus, we are aiming
to enhance this line of research by initiating novel ideas.
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Fig. 2. Network monitoring in a Fog-based IoT network, (a) without security attach
and (b) with security attack.

3 Fog-based security solution

The proposed Fog-based security solution, also known as FIREWORK, has two
steps, where the first step stands for detecting attacks, and the second step
focuses on recovering the network.

Network monitoring. It is crucial to devise and develop algorithms in
the SDN controller in order to (i) detect attacks in the networks, and (ii) re-
route traffic through security devices to confirm that devices (hosts and routers)
are secure. There are various techniques for detecting attacks in the network.
Security threats may involve increasing network traffic and degrading network
performance. Keeping a history of network performance is a need to identify sud-
den increase or drop in network traffic. Upon detecting suspicious data packets,
SDN controller is supposed to route network traffic through security devices. It
is important to note that placement of security devices in the network will affect
our approach in terms of timeliness.

Figure 2(a) depicts the case, where Fog devices detect normal traffic in all
links. Apparently, the traffic from each device may vary from a low threshold
(Tl) to a high threshold (Th). However, there are some cases that there is a
sudden change in one link, meaning that either there is an alarm message or a
security threat. It is not trivial to distinguish between these situations, unless
re-routing part of the traffic through a security device, which has been shown in
Figure 2(b).

Traffic isolation. One of the main advantages of Fog nodes is the ability to
maintain network traffic shunt system, where it is possible to isolate part of the
network that has security threat. It is also possible to separate a special traffic
from a part of the network, which is more suspicious. SDN controller provides
the opportunity to allocate network slicing and dynamically moving traffic or
eliminating traffic. Figure 3 shows two examples, where in the left figure all
routers can communicate with each other, either directly or through the Fog
device. However, upon detecting a security threat, Fog device abandons part of
the network, eliminating network traffic spreading the network. This is the first
step in network security before resolving the problem.
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Fig. 3. Traffic isolation after detecting a security attack; (a) a network without traffic
isolation, and (b) a network with traffic isolation.
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